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Syythe2 is in an mmorpg called runescape.In this story he will encounter things beyond reality of
runescape.Highly recomended for Runscape players!
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1 - The Poop Throwing Monkey

Chapter 1: The Poop Throwing Monkey

" So this is Lumbridge eh? It's not of my taste in
fashion." groaned Syythe.

"Can It Syythe! Yur a N00B! " Corvettzer1 yelled.

Syythe started walking silently to varrock. What if I
am a noob? he thought. He was only at the cow gate
after 3 minutes! " I have to prove my non-noobiness!
Which means i have to get past corvettzers level!! "
Syythe yelled courageously.

" In your wildest dreams! " a passing user said.

I was furious at him but that wouldn't change my lvl
anyways. I mean like who would be able to get their lvl
up from being ticked, or yelling? I mean
seriously, Jagex wouldn't allow it! If they did make it
that way everyone would be lvl 136 by now! I had just
reached Varrock when I saw a noob walking around
saying " Free stuff plz! Free stuff plz! " He came up
to me but I ran to the Grand Exchange for safety. I
dont know why lvl 3's make themselves members...it's
just stupid how they do that! I bought all the supplies
that I'd need to kill Ankous. I had heard of a rumor
that for a really rare drop Ankous dropped Dragon
Spears.

I left for the Ankous shortly after I got to the Grand
Exchange.The Ankous are found in the Barbarian Village
Manhole.I had stopped at the bank along the way to get
my fish. I got 15 tuna and 13 swordfish. I arrived at
the Ankous when I paused. I saw a lvl 60 fighting
them. I didnt know how that could happen but it was
happening. So I trained on Ankous but I found no Dragon
Spears. But I did find 11 Blood Runes, 20 Death Runes,
2 Law Runes, and 15 Pure essence!

I left the Ankous sadly for finding no Dragon



Spear. Next I was ready to do the next thing on my
list! To ...well...I wasn't really sure! I guess I
would go in search of something new. I suddenly had an
idea! I would go to Yanille and buy a pet! after all
my summoning was really high! It was 94! So I went to
get a monkey! I encountered a Special event zombie
along the way. Since my level was 69 I think it was
level 120. I finally made it to Yanille and got to
the Pet Shop. I bought the monkey and dashed off. I
let the monkey follow me til it threw poop at my
head." Not funny" I told him constantly. I saw many
people pass me by as I went to Catherby. I left as
quickly as possible for a fishing trip.



2 - A Past To Remember

Chapter 2: A Past to Remember

I made it in Catherby but stopped dead in my
tracks. I was starting to have a flashback of the past.
It all started when I was a lvl 3, I've been new to
the world of Runescape. I explored everywhere.I even
got lured into the deadly wilderness filled with
apparitions and monsters like Greater Demons and Ice
Giants. Sadly, I was only with the Wilderness from June
11th, 2007 till somewhere in November 2007. They had
replaced it with the Bounty Hunter place. So all
players that wanted to kill other players would have
to go there. Even though I had Only been with the
wilderness for a few months I had a splendid time
fighting players there. I heard that the regular
wilderness was there from 1997-2007. Why did they have
to make a Bounty Hunter instead of keeping the
wilderness the same. Why not have both? When I go
there now I either go to Clan Wars or go to explore.

I finally got out of the flashback. I went to the bank
and got out my Barb -Tail Harpoon and started heading
to the fishing area in Catherby. I met a few people
there who I became friends with there. I just had to
bring back the old Wilderness, but how? Should I
confront Jagex? Or should I politely ask them? I
dropped that idea quickly. I didn't want to ruin it
for all the players who like Bounty Hunter! I slowly
walked to the shortcut past WhiteWolf Mountain. I
glanced at the mountain before venturing down. Down
there, I passed by some dwarves. Some were selling
arrows and bows. I went up the stairs and headed to
Burthope, where I had some past events. There is where
I found an everlasting fire. Along with a bank and a
major thieving/Agility Area. I cooked the fish that I had caught earlier and left for Falador. I love the town
of Falador because it’s not your average medieval timed town. It’s kind of a town that’s medieval, but
also a peaceful town. It’s nickname is the White Knights city. The White Knights even had their own
castle named after them!

I finally made it to Falador! I quickly got my pickaxe and went to the mine that goes from under Falador



all the way to the dwarf. . .I don’t know the name, but it’s a good mining place under that area!
I mined tons of Gold Ore to sell at the Grand Exchange! If you wanted to know, the Grand Exchange is
the best place to sell things! It’s like . . . the store upgraded 10 times! I sold all my Gold ore there and
got all the coins from it! I was gonna use them to buy tons of stuff for my arm’s BIG adventure!
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Chapter 3: My Arm’s Big Adventure

I traveled to Lumbridge bank to prepare for the advernture! I got the swordfish, tuna, etc. I left for my first
Runescape World Travel to kill monsters of different species around Runescape! I started at Lumbridge.
I killed a few goblins there. Then I went to Falador and killed a few white knights. I went to every town
slashing at different species of monsters at each town. But the final place was the wilderness. I gulped at
the thought of the fight. It was only the beginning of the adventure! I marched on trmbling with every step
I took. “BOO!” A revenent ghost that appeared right in front of me screeched.

“YIKES!” I hollered falling backwards.
the revenent appeared to be friendly, but how?
“Who are you?!” I asked, gasping for my breath.

“My name’s Johan! What’s yours?” the ghost asked me.

“My name’s Syythe!” I said victoriously.

“Syythe?! Your royal in our town!” Johan said triumphantly.

“Where is your town exactly?” I asked, kinda being nosy.

“It’s in a different dimension!” Johan explained to me.

“Can you take me there?” I asked Curiously.

“Of course you can!” Johan screeched as he yanked my hand as he darted off.

“Are you the only one in your dimension?” I asked being curious.

“Of course not! I have cousins, uncles, aunts, etc. there!” Johan yelled triumphantly.
I gulped at the idea. Unfortunately, Johan’s yelling attracted attention to a greater demon!

“Johan!” I yelled in terror.

“what?!” Johan said annoyed.

“Gre...Gre...Greater Demon!!!!!!!!” I barked at Johan.

“Holy cow! MAYDAY! MAYDAY! WE NEED TO MAKE SPEED!” Johan roared like a passing train.

Johan started blasting like a tornado at full speed! I tried to tell him to slow down, but I didn’t want the
chance of getting eaten by a greater demon.



“We’re amost there!” Johan squealed delightfully.

“Yeah, but the greater demon is still chasing us!” I grumbled at Johan.
We blasted through a portal and was then at Johans dimension. I was amazed on the way it looked, but
we were the only ones there.
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Chapter 4: New Dimension

“ Where is everyone?” I asked Johan.

“ I don’t know. . .” Johan said as a few teardrops went down his face.
I could tell that Johan was sad about no one being there, but I didn’t know that it’d be this critical for
him.

“ Do you have any possible idea where your family is?” I politely asked Johan.

“ They might be spread out looking for poor people to scare.” Johan screeched softly.

“ Who’s that over there?” I aksed Johan concerned.

“ It’s my brother Shade! Shade! Over here!” Johan roared to his brother.

“ Johan! It’s good to see you!” Johans brother screeched.

“ Wheres the family?!” Johan said stumbling with nervousness.

“ Oh the family. . . they spread apart through the whole wilderness. I didn’t wake up in time to come
with them.” Shade groaned.

“ Want to come with us to find them?!” Johan asked glaring at Shade.

“ Yeah, of course!” Shade squealed.

“ What?!” I said, sounding more perplexed than ever before.

“ We’re going to search for my family with Shade.” Johan screeched, acting like I was the idiot.

We went through all of the Wilderness searching for Johan’s family. We never saw any of his family or
friends. We made it to the final place we hadn’t checked. The God Wars Dungeon! The home of the
strongest creatures! This was the final straw! This was the last place to look and I was not gonna hold
back! I marched in and killed all the creatures that got in my way! Upon me then was somehow weirdly
Thzaar, the strongest monster in RuneScape! I evaded all of his attacks as I slashed at him victoriously
with my Dragon Long Sword. I did the final hit as I rised as a hero. . .but the Thzaar wasn’t real. It was
just a phony! I pityed it with all eternity, but I continued on. I saw a huge Ghost Proof Cage and on the
other side there were thousands, millions of ghosts! I gazed amazed at the sight. Johan and Shade
dashed over there like torpedoes!



“ This is my family, Syythe.” Johan pointed out to me.

“ Your family’s huge, Johan” I Told him, being suprised.
We got them out and returned to Johan’s dimension. Johan then took me to the Master so I could stay
with Johan for a long time.
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Chapter 5: Zamorak’s Evil Plan

The Zamorak’s plan was rising, along with their God’s Red Moons. The Red Moons bring the God of
Zamorak alive again for days. Which was always when they hatched a most diabolical plan to
capture/kill revenants. I saw one and quickly hid in the shadows, but he found Johan and Shade! He
quickly snatched them with a Magic Box! I quickly ran far enough away so that he wouldn’t see me, but
it wasn’t good enough! The Zamorak Mage quickly captured me with the bind spell. He threw me with
Shade and Johan to get shredded in a special revenant/ human shredder. I quickly tried to think of a way
to get us out, but I couldn’t think of anything. I glared at the keyhole and remembered that I always kept
a paper clip with me. I pryed open the door with the paper clip and got us out. We snuck quietly out the
door and darted to Barabarian Outpost. We slowly crossed the long stone path avoiding the water
surrounding us. We stopped near the end and saw a Zamorak Mage! We tryed to run back but he
quickly cast a spell upon us. We luckily dodged it running for dear life. We had to run from Barbarian
Outpost all the way to Yanille. Gasping for breath I took a nap. I woke up to see nothing but a little bit of
light from a torch. Shade and Johan were gone! I slowly found out that we were in the Zamorak Abyss. I
had no idea of where Johan and Shade were. I called out “ Shade! Johan! Where are you?!” but I never
got a reply. I quickly headed into the shredder room. They weren’t there either. I started hearing voices
from a different room! I peeked into the room and I saw Johan and Shade. They looked hurt badly. They
weren’t bleeding but they were badly bruished. I got out my bow and shot at the Zamorak men. I got
both of them down in one strike. I quickly dashed to Johan and Shade. They weren’t awake at the
moment. They probably got put to sleep for a while so the Zamorak men could shred them. I quickly put
both of them on my back and fled the Abyss. Keep in mind that they are both ghosts which made it even
harder. I had no time to kill the abyss creatures that dwelled within. I skipped past them and made it out
of the abyss. gasping for breath, a user appears in front of me. His username was supposably
chessman309. “ Why do you have 2 revenant ghosts with you?” he asked suspicously.

“ They’re friends. . .” I said unexpectedly.

“ no offense, but how could you be friends with a revenant?” Chessman309 asked.

“ I don’t know...I just met them in the wilderness. . . and we became friends.” I said perplexed.

“ Is this true?” chessman309 asked to no one.

“ Of course it’s true!” Johan and Shade screeched.

“ Im. . .impossible! They spoke. . . it can’t be!” Chessman309 stammered.

“ Chessman309. . . It’s time you knew the truth...I can speak to ghosts. . . and you can too. . . we’re
both wearing a GhostSpeak Amulet. . . so we can listen and speak to ghosts.” I explained thoroughly to
Chessman309.
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